Beginners Bible The Beginners
Bible
Based on the bestselling The Beginner’s Bible brand, The
Beginner’s Bible: Kid-Sized Devotions, is perfect for children
6 and under. The simple connections to scripture make the
content relevant and understandable for young readers, while
the colorful illustrations are sure to be a delight. Each of the
365 devotions has a theme to which the Scripture, story, and
art relate. It’s the perfect starting point for children as they
develop a stronger relationship with God, to cuddle-up with
parents or enjoy at church or daycare.
With simple text, bright art, and a padded cover, The
Beginner's Bible Stories About Jesus is a sweet and
inspirational board book that presents seven Bible stories in
bite-sized chunks that even the youngest readers can
understand. The Beginner’s Bible Stories about Jesus: Follows
the story of Jesus’ life from his humble birth to his life as an
adult as he preaches and teaches the people Features vibrant,
three-dimensional art Contains easy to read, parent-approved
simple text just like The Beginner’s Bible Has a padded cover
that will appeal to the youngest reader and is perfect for little
hands With its message of God’s love and its stories of the
miracles and words of Jesus, The Beginner’s Bible Stories
about Jesus: Is part of the Beginner’s Bible® brand, which has
been a favorite since its release in 1989 with over 25 million
products sold. Appeals to kids 3-7 Brings stories of the New
Testament to life for young readers Is a great baptism,
birthday, Easter, Christmas, or any day gift
The Beginner's Bible Super-Duper, Mighty, Jumbo Coloring
Book is a big coloring book filled with more than 350 coloring
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pages from The Beginner's Bible, the bestselling storybook
Bible of all time.
Ten bible stories with simple text and bright art for toddlers
and young children.
The Beginner's Bible God Makes the World
The Beginner's Bible Stories About Jesus
The Beginner's Bible Super-Duper, Mighty, Jumbo Activity
Book
She Reads Truth
Timeless Children’s Stories
It’s an adventure story about a young Hero who comes from a far
country to win back his lost treasure. It’s a love story about a
brave Prince who leaves his palace, his throne—everything—to
rescue the one he loves. The best thing about this Story is—it’s
true! And at the center of the Story, there is a baby. The Child upon
whom everything would depend. All the stars, mountains, oceans,
and galaxies were nothing compared to how much God loved his
children. He would move heaven and earth to be near them.
Always. Whatever happened, whatever it cost him, he would always
love them. And so it was that the wonderful love story began. The
Story of God’s Love for You: Is for teenagers and adults who want
to read and learn about the story of God’s love for them Includes
44 short chapters that lead you through the beautiful story of the
Bible—Genesis to Revelation Masterfully shows how all the
individual Bible stories fit together into one cohesive narrative that
points to Jesus Makes the big picture of Scripture clear to new
believers, and helps seasoned believers fall in love with the Bible all
over again Features text from bestselling author Sally Lloyd-Jones
that brings the truths of the Bible into a new light for today’s
world The beauty and peace that only God’s love can provide
pulses through every page. Just as The Jesus Storybook Bible is an
essential book for the library of every child, The Story of God’s
Love for You is an essential book for the library of every adolescent
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and adult.
"Ready for your first "real" Bible? Great! You'll love how you can
read this Bible all by yourself. The print is easy to read and The
Beginner's Bible art is fun and will help you better understand the
stories in the Bible."-Amazing women of the Bible come to life through age-appropriate
puzzles, activity pages, and 50 reusable stickers in these friendly and
fun sticker and activity book featuring The Beginner's Bible classic
art and simply written content. Children will love learning about
Deborah, Ruth and Naomi, Queen Esther and more as they delight
in the stories, art, and activities in The Beginner's Bible Super Girls
from the Bible Sticker and Activity Book.
The Beginner s Bible is the perfect starting point for little ones to
learn about God s Word. With simple text, bright art, and a padded
cover, this cute board book edition presents eight Bible stories in
bite-sized chunks that kids can understand."
The Beginner's Bible
The Beginner's Bible Super-Duper, Mighty, Jumbo Coloring Book
The Beginner's Bible Kid-Sized Devotions
Holding Tight to Permanent in a World That's Passing Away
New-- Saint Joseph Beginner's Bible

Mom must give up Miriam’s baby brother, Moses. She
puts him in a basket on the river. But Miriam is worried. Will
anyone discover him? This My First I Can Read! book, with
basic language, word repetition, and great illustrations, is
perfect for shared reading with a child. It aligns with guided
reading level E and will be of interest to children Pre-K to
2nd grade.
This new interactive, wipe-off format of The Beginner's
Bible, the bestselling Bible storybook of our time with over
five million copies sold, introduces early learners to letters
and words through bright, colorful illustrations and simple
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biblical concepts.
The Beginner's Bible has been a favorite with young
children and their parents since its release in 1989 with over
25 million products sold. Loads of coloring fun and faith for
little ones! Children can now color to life more than sixty
favorite Bible stories and characters from The Beginner's
Bible. After coloring, the pages can be displayed to
encourage creativity and memory of the classic Bible stories.
With an eye-catching cover that gleams with foil, this is the
perfect baptism, birthday, Christmas, or Easter gift to start
children on a lifelong journey towards a love of God's
Word. Featuring the vibrant art and engaging text that
parents trust and kids remember, and that has made The
Beginner's Bible the bestselling Bible storybook of our time.
My First
Teacher's Manual
バイリンガルこどもバイブル
The Beginner's Bible Super Heroes of the Bible Sticker and
Activity Book
The Beginners Bible Activity Book
Based on the best-selling Bible storybook of our time,
this 30-lesson curriculum introduces children to the
stories of the Bible through fun and engaging teaching
and activities.
Based on The Beginner’s Bible for Toddlers, this
adorable book of prayers was written specifically for
young children. Each prayer is based on a different
trait. From learning to be responsible to being thankful
for God’s kindness, each prayer teaches children a
valuable lesson. Every prayer has a suggested Bible
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passage you and your child can look up and read that
corresponds with the prayer’s theme. Plus illustrations
of your favorite characters from the Beginner’s Bible
add visual interest to every story.
The life of Jesus comes alive through age-appropriate
puzzles, activity pages, and 50 reusable stickers in this
friendly and fun sticker and activity book featuring The
Beginner's Bible classic art and simply written content.
Fully illustrated 95 classic Bible stories for children
and beginning readers in Japanese and English. English
text is below Japanese paragraphs. Includes a Japanese
word list. Great for Japanese who bring their children
to North America. Children learn English but also learn
Bible Stories and biblical concepts they will encounter
in English literature and American culture. American
children and youth learning Japanese now have
beginning reading material. Host parents should have it
on hand for younger Japanese exchange students and
home-stay guests.
The Beginner's Bible Baby Moses and the Princess
The Beginner's Bible 365 Devotions for Kids
NIrV the Beginner's Bible Holy Bible
The Beginner's Bible My First Book of Prayers
Timeless Children's Stories

In the beginning, the world is perfect. Everyone is
happy. But then a bad thing happens. Will it stay this
way forever? This My First I Can Read! book, with
basic language, word repetition, and great
illustrations, is perfect for shared reading with a
child. It aligns with guided reading level E and will be
of interest to children Pre-K to 2nd grade.
Bible heroes come to life through age-appropriate
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puzzles, activity pages, and 50 reusable stickers in
these friendly and fun sticker and activity book
featuring The Beginner's Bible classic art and simply
written content.
The Beginner’s Bible® has been a favorite with
young children and their parents since its release in
1989 with over 25 million products sold. The
Beginner’s Bible First 100 Bible Words is the perfect
way to introduce little ones to their first words from
the Bible. This bright board book with vibrant colors
and child-friendly illustrations offers emerging
readers an opportunity to learn words and concepts
from beloved stories from the Bible. This sturdy
board book is perfect for little hands and contains
engaging 3-D art with plenty of details to hold a
young child’s attention.
The best-selling Bible storybook of our time, with
over 25 million products sold! Introduce children to
the stories of the Bible through vibrant art and
compelling text with The Beginner s Bible--- full of
life and fun, and featuring brand new vibrant, threedimensional art. The Beginner's Bible is the 2006
Retailers Choice Award winner in Children's
Nonfiction."
Through the Bible in Felt
The Beginner's Bible Come Celebrate Easter
The Beginner's Bible Super Girls of the Bible Sticker
and Activity Book
30 Timeless Lessons for Preschoolers
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The Beginner's Bible Bible Story Favorites
The Easter story comes to life through age-appropriate
puzzles, activity pages, and stickers in this friendly and fun
The Beginner's Bible Easter Sticker and Activity Book
featuring classic art and simply written content from The
Beginner's Bible. .
The Christmas story comes to life through age-appropriate
puzzles, activity pages, and 50 reusable stickers in this
friendly and fun sticker and activity Book featuring The
Beginner's Bible classic art and simply written content.
The Beginner’s Bible® has been a favorite with young
children and their parents since its release in 1989 with over
25 million products sold. The Beginner's Bible My First Book
of Prayers helps young children discover that they can talk to
God about anything from the beauty of creation to their
friendships and emotions. Thankfulness, praise, and requests
for God's help are all included. Sixteen sweet prayers, written
with the child's daily experiences in mind, focus on important
character traits such as caring and forgiveness. For each
prayer, charming illustrations from The Beginner's Bible
highlight a different Bible character or scene that illustrates
the truth found in the prayer. Ideal gift for a new parent or
young child, and a great addition to church or daycare library.
A big activity book filled with fun Bible activities designed to
help young preschoolers learn more about key Bible stories
and characters.
The Beginner's Bible Coloring Book
The Beginner's Bible David and the Giant
The Beginner's Bible Learn Your Letters
The Story of God's Love for You
The Beginner's Bible Adam and Eve in the Garden

Introduce your children to the timeless story of the first
Christmas. Featuring bright, colorful artwork and simple,
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easy-to-read text, The Beginner’s Bible The Very First
Christmas takes readers through the story of Jesus’s
birth and points to the ultimate truth: that he came to
earth to save us. The Beginner’s Bible The Very First
Christmas: Is great for children ages 4–8 Captures the
story of the Nativity with bright, engaging artwork and
accessible language Makes a wonderful Advent gift or
Christmas present Is a heartwarming addition to the
beloved Beginner’s Bible® brand, with over 25 million
products sold This year, give your young readers the gift
of the greatest story ever told as they learn all about the
true meaning of Christmas.
Updated 3D artwork gives this firm favourite a new lease
of life, with a more modern and vibrant feel. First created
to tell favourite Bible stories in language children could
easily understand, The Beginner's Bible has become a
treasured bestseller playing a pivotal role in the spiritual
development of a generation of children, with over five
million sold worldwide. With vibrant art and easy to read
text, more than 90 favourite Bible stories come to life,
making this a perfect starting point for children.
Perfect for beginning readers, this classic retelling of
David and Goliath shows children how a brave shepherd
boy helped rescue God’s people—told through the kidfriendly words and beloved The Beginner’s Bible
illustrations parents have put their trust in for three
decades When David steps up to fight the giant Goliath,
no one thinks he will win. But David has God on his side.
And if God is there for this young shepherd boy—who will
one day be the great King David—who could be against?
This iconic and best-loved Old Testament Bible story is
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perfect for parents and grandparents to share one with
their children and grandchildren. Sunday school teachers
and homeschoolers can also be confident in this trusted
addition to The Beginner’s Bible brand that will not only
help instill a love of reading in young children, but a love
of God’s Word as well. Beginner's Bible David and the
Giant: Is a classic, kid-friendly retelling of one of the most
memorable stories in the Old Testament Is a My First
Level I Can Read! book, with basic language and word
repetition Features the vibrant, beloved, threedimensional art that has been a favorite with young
children and their parents since The Beginner’s Bible
first release in 1989, with over 25 million products sold Is
a perfect gift for new babies, baby dedications, baby
showers, baptisms, birthdays and First Communion
Aligns with guided reading level J and will be read again
and again by children from preschool and Pre-K to 3rd
grade
She wants faith, hope, and love. She wants help and
healing. She wants to hear and be heard, to see and be
seen. She wants things set right. She wants to know
what is true—not partly true, or sometimes true, or almost
true. She wants to see Truth itself, face-to-face. But
here, now, these things are all cloudy. Hope is tinged
with hurt. Faith is shaded by doubt. Lesser, broken
things masquerade as love. How does she find
something permanent when the world around her is
always changing, when not even she can stay the same?
And if she finds it, how does she hold on? She Reads
Truth tells the stories of two women who discovered,
through very different lives and circumstances, that only
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God and His Word remain unchanged as the world
around them shifted and slipped away. Infused with
biblical application and Scripture, this book is not just
about two characters in two stories, but about one Hero
and one Story. Every image points to the bigger
picture—that God and His Word are true. Not because of
anything we do, but because of who He is. Not once, not
occasionally, but right now and all the time. Sometimes it
takes everything moving to notice the thing that doesn’t
move. Sometimes it takes telling two very different
stories to notice how the Truth was exactly the same in
both of them. For anyone searching for a solid
foundation to cling to, She Reads Truth is a rich and
honest Bible-filled journey to finally find permanent in a
world that’s passing away.
The Beginner's Bible All about Jesus Sticker and Activity
Book
The Beginner's Bible for Toddlers
The Beginner's Bible a Christmas Celebration Sticker
and Activity Book
The Beginner's Bible Carry-Along Treasury
The Beginner's Bible for Little Ones
Over forty Bible stories for children. Each story is, told in
simple, clear language and captured in a, captivating fullcolor illustration. All children will, love to read this pocketsize hardcovered book.
The Beginner’s Bible® has been a favorite with young
children and their parents since its release in 1989 with
over 25 million products sold. Based on the bestselling
The Beginner’s Bible brand, The Beginner’s Bible 365
Devotions for Kids is perfect for children 6 and under.
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The simple connections to Scripture make the content
relevant and understandable for young readers, while the
full-color artwork is sure to be a delight. Each of the 365
devotions has a theme to which the Scripture, story, and
art relate. It’s the perfect starting point for children as
they develop a stronger relationship with God, cuddle up
with parents, or enjoy the devotions at church or
daycare.
With simple text, bright art, and a padded cover, The
Beginner's Bible for Little Ones is a cute board book that
presents eight Bible stories in bite-sized chunks that
even the youngest readers can understand. The
Beginner’s Bible for Little Ones is the perfect starting
point for the youngest children to learn about God’s
Word. The storybook introduces toddlers to the Bible in
an imaginative way, with: Easy-to-read text that has
been parent-tested and children-approved A soft,
durable board book format that fits into little hands and
can be easily carried around Vibrant artwork that
engages young readers Eight cherished Bible stories,
including Creation, Noah’s Ark, and the birth of baby
Jesus Purposefully designed for active children up to age
6, The Beginner's Bible for Little Ones is part of the
Beginner’s Bible® brand, the bestselling Bible storybook
brand of our time, with more than 25 million products
sold.
95 Timeless Children's Stories -- Including These: - A
Big Picnic (Jesus Feeds the Five Thousand) - Long and
Strong (Samson) - Best Friends (David & Jonathan) Trumpets and Torches (Gideon) - The Most Special
Baby (Jesus is Born) - Fish for Breakfast (With the Risen
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Jesus) - A Secret Message (Joseph and Pharaoh's
Dreams) - A Basket Boat (The Baby Moses) - Wind &
Fire (The Day of Pentecost) - Money in a Fish (Peter and
the Taxes) - The Chariot of Fire (Elijah & Elisha) Spending the Night with Lions (Daniel's Faithfulness) Lost! (Jesus in the Temple) - Helpers and Friends (Jesus
Calls His Disciples) - Inside a Fish (Jonah) - A Room on
the Roof (Elisha & the Shunemite Woman) - The Angel's
Secret (Gabriel Visits Mary) - Surprise (The
Resurrection)
The Beginner's Bible The Very First Christmas
The Beginner's Bible First 100 Bible Words
A Wipe Away Board Book
The Beginner's Bible Book of Prayers
The Beginner's Bible Curriculum Kit
The Beginner’s Bible® has been a favorite with young
children and their parents since its release in 1989 with over
25 million products sold. From skies and seas to animals and
humans, see the beginning our beautiful world in The
Beginner’s Bible God Makes the World, a retelling of the
story of creation. Featuring vibrant art from the beloved The
Beginner’s Bible, this book is perfect for parents to share
with their children. This My First I Can Read!™ book, with
basic language, word repetition, and great illustrations, is
perfect for shared reading with a child.
This Beginner’s Bible I Can Read 5-book treasury is sure to
please any young reader and parent alike. Beloved
Beginner’s Bible artwork together with the easy-to-read text
is a sure winner for parents looking for another way to share
God’s Word with their youngsters.
Bible stories have never been so fun and interactive. This
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dots, word puzzles, matching games, and more, all using
beloved characters and stories from The Beginner s Bible."
Presents a devotional exercise consisting of a Scripture
passage, related Bible story, and brief prayer for all 365 days
of the year, covering the Bible from Genesis to Revelations.
The Beginner's Bible Wild about Creation Sticker and Activity
Book

The wonders and joys of nature come to life through ageappropriate puzzles, activity pages, and stickers in this
friendly and fun The Beginner's Bible Wild About
Creation Sticker and Activity Book, featuring The
Beginner's Bible classic art and simply written content.
Common Core Standards: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.1.1
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.1.3 Describe characters,
settings, and major events in a story, using key details.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.1.7 Use the illustrations and
details in a text to describe its key ideas.
The Beginner’s Bible® is a trusted starting point for your
child’s journey towards a lifelong love of God’s Word.
Its bright and vibrant illustrations enhance the 90
featured stories to produce one of the most memorable
Bible experiences a young child can have. The
Beginner's Bible is a perennial favorite with young
children and their parents, for over 30 years, with more
than 25 million products sold. Parents and children,
pastors and teachers will rediscover well-known Bible
stories and beloved parables as they read the more than
90 stories in The Beginner's Bible. Kids ages 0 to 4 will
enjoy reading the story of Noah’s Ark as they see Noah
helping the elephant onto the big boat. They will learn
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about the prophet Jonah as they see him praying inside
the fish. And they will follow along with the text of Jesus’
ministry as they see a man in need of healing lowered
down through the roof of a house. Give the gift of God’s
Word to emerging readers and their parents for any
occasion, from First Communions to birthdays,
Christmas to Easter. The Beginner’s Bible is one of the
most trusted Christian resources for families, children's
ministries, and home schoolers, offering: Easy-to-read
text that has been parent-tested and child-approved
Bright, colorful illustrations on every page More than 90
memorable Bible stories Durability, built to withstand
rough handling and frequent use Review The Beginner's
Bible’s complete library for dozens of titles available for
kids of all ages and reading levels.
The Beginner s Bible, the bestselling Bible storybook of
our time, is now in a special carry-along edition. The
Beginner s Bible Carry-Along Treasury features a
smaller size, a go-anywhere handle, an easy magnetic
closure, and over 30 beloved Bible stories."
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